The SNO/SOH TMT strategy for combinatorial analysis of reversible cysteine oxidations.
Redox homeostasis is essential for normal function of cells and redox imbalance has been recognised as a pathogenic factor of numerous human diseases. Oxidative modifications of cysteine thiols modulate function of many proteins, mediate signalling, and fine-tune transcriptional and metabolic processes. In this study we present the SNO/SOH TMT strategy, which enables simultaneous analysis of two different types of cysteine modification: S-nitrosylation (SNO) and S-sulfenylation (SOH). The method facilitates quantitation of modification changes corrected by changes in protein abundance levels and estimation of relative modification site occupancy in a single nLC-MSMS run. The approach was evaluated in vivo using an Escherichia coli based model of mild oxidative stress. Bacteria were grown anaerobically on fumarate or nitrate. Short-term treatment with sub-millimolar levels of hydrogen peroxide was used to induce SOH. We have identified and quantified 114 SNO and SOH modified peptides. In many instances SNO and SOH occupy the same site, suggesting an association between them. High site occupancy does not equate to a site of modification which responds to redox imbalance. The SNO/SOH TMT strategy is a viable alternative to existing methods for cysteine oxidation analysis and provides new features that will facilitate our understanding of the interplay between SNO and SOH. SNO/SOH TMT strategy outperforms other available strategies for cysteine oxidation analysis. It provides quantitative profiling of S-nitrosylation and S-sulfenylation changes simultaneously in two experimental conditions. It allows correction of modification levels by protein abundance changes and determination of relative modification site occupancy - all in a single nLC-MSMS experiment based on commercially available reagents. The method has proven precise and sensitive enough to detect and quantify endogenous levels of oxidative stress on proteome-wide scale.